Celebrity Baby News: Khloe
Kardashian Opens Up About
What She Hopes Baby Inherits
from Herself and Tristan
Thompson

By Carly Horowitz
Reality TV star Khloe Kardashian is approaching her due date
to give birth! According to EOnline.com, Kardashian hopes her
baby girl inherits certain aspects from both herself and her
partner, Tristan Thompson. Kardashian shared on her app that
she hopes her baby inherits her fashion sense, but Thompson’s
dance moves. Additionally, she hopes her baby will have

Thompson’s good looks and charm, but her patience and work
ethic. Kardashian went on to detail more specific aspects that
she wishes her baby will have. The pair plans to have their
celebrity baby in Cleveland. Unlike Kylie Jenner, Khloe has
been keeping the public updated on her pregnancy. We will
surely be informed when she gives birth! Best wishes to her
during this time.

In this celebrity baby news, Khloe
Kardashian has some wishes for her
soon-to-be born baby. What are some
ways to keep expectations from
affecting your children?
Cupid’s Advice:
It is so fun to fantasize about which specific aspects your
child will inherit from both you and your partner. Although,
you should not let that overtake the beauty of nature. Your
child is going to be so beautiful and will inherit great
aspects from you and your partner. It may not be exactly what
you hoped for, but you will end up finding it to be perfect
anyway. It may be hard sometimes, both before your child is
born and much later down the line, to keep your expectations
from affecting your children. Fortunately, Cupid is here with
some tips on how to help:
1. Let go of timelines: Children are supposed to walking by
the time they are one and be potty trained by two, right? No,
not necessarily. Don’t place such high standards on your child
meeting the typical deadlines of when they are going to
accomplish these ‘firsts’. Every child is different and runs
on different schedules. Don’t worry, they will eventually take
their first steps and be potty trained when the time is right

for them. Just enjoy the moments you have together because
when they are older and out of the house, you’re going to wish
you could still be changing their diapers!
Related Links: Celebrity Baby News: Khloe Kardashian
Celebrates Tristan Thompson’s Birthday After Lavish Baby
Shower
2. Let them know they are enough: It is unrealistic to say
that you won’t have any specific expectations for your
children. Even if you do, let your kid know that they are
perfect just the way they are. You can encourage them to be
the best they can be, but try not to expect so much that you
end up getting let down, or worse, your child feels as if they
let you down. Shower your child with love and appreciation.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Khloe Kardashian Is Having
a Girl
3. Support: One of the greatest things you can do as a parent
is show support for your child’s interests. Maybe you wanted
your child to be a star soccer player like you, but they seem
to be more interested in swimming. Great for them! Even if it
is not what you originally expected, be happy that they are
showing interest in something and support them. Remember, your
child is not just a younger replica you, they are a different
version of you so let their own light shine!
What are some other ways to keep your expectations from
affecting your children? Comment below!

